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Glorious Boy 
NOVEL

AIMEE LIU

What will it take to save Ty?

This is the question that haunts Claire and Shep Durant 
in the wake of their four-year-old’s disappearance . Until 
this moment, Port Blair’s British surgeon and his young 
wife, a promising anthropologist, have led a charmed 
life in the colonial backwaters of India’s Andaman Is-
landsÐ thanks in part to Naila, a local girl who shares 

their mysteriously mute son’s silent language . But with the war closing in and manda-
tory evacuation underway, the Durants don’t realize until too late that Naila and Ty have 
vanished . While Claire sails for Calcutta, Shep stays to search for the children . Days 
later, the Japanese invade the Andamans, cutting off all communication . Fueled by guilt 
and anguish, Claire uses her unique knowledge of the islands’ tribes to make herself in-
dispensable to an all-male reconnaissance team headed back behind enemy lines . Her 
secret plan: rescue Shep and Ty . Through the brutal odyssey that follows, she’ll discover 
truths about sacrifice that both shatter and transcend her understanding of devotion . 

"In Glorious Boy, Aimee Liu tears a forgotten footnote from the history books and brings 
it to life in an epic tale of a family caught in a clash of cultures and loyalties during World 
War II . Set in a penal colony on the remote Andaman Islands, Glorious Boy is the whirl-
wind story of vanishing cultures, unbreakable codes, rebellion, occupation, and coloniza-
tion, all swirling around the disappearance of a mute four-year-old boy on the eve of the 
Japanese occupation of Port Blair . A stirring indictment of the brutality that humanity is 
capable of, Liu’s heartbreaking new novel of love, betrayal, and sacrifice is also a testament 
to how far we will go for the ones we love ."

Ð Rahna Reiko Rizzuto, author of Shadow Child and Hiroshima in the Morning

Aimee Liu is the bestselling author of the novels Flash House, Cloud Mountain, and Face 
and the memoirs Gaining: The Truth About Life After Eating Disorders and Solitaire . Her 
books have been translated into more than a dozen languages, published as a Literary 
Guild Super Release, and serialized in Good Housekeeping . She’s received a Barnes & 
Noble Discover Great New Writers Award, a Bosque Fiction Prize, and special mention 
by the Pushcart Prize . Her essays have appeared in the Los Angeles Review of Books, the 
Los Angeles Times, Poets & Writers, and many other periodicals and anthologies . A past 
president of the national literary organization PEN Center USA, she holds an MFA in 
Creative Writing from Bennington College and is on the faculty of Goddard College’s 
MFA in Creative Writing Program at Port Townsend, WA . She lives in Los Angeles . 
More at www .aimeeliu .net

Click here to preorder book!
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Morning at the Fairhaven stinks . It clatters . It blooms with the sour 
reek of dread . Claire can feel Calcutta opening like a boil as she 

rises alone and pushes out from under the mosquito net into stifling 
darkness .

Through the blackout curtains she hears the pump squeak in the 
courtyard behind the hotel . Boys below her window splash . Temple mu-
sic whines in the distance . She shoves the drapes aside and stands before 
a spire and a dome, their black silhouettes hard against gunmetal sky . 
Dung smoke and lead, the rev of two-stroke engines .

Only the morning's liquid texture hints at the nearness of waterÐ
and that only the river . For all the city’s turbulence, it’s the missing pulse 
of ocean that disorients her, almost as much as her missing family . Phan-
tom limb, Shep would call it .

But then she catches the reassuring smells of boiled milk and toast . 
The low murmur of kitchen staff drifts, along with intermittent ha-
rangues . Carry on . Carry on .

Claire’s room is so small that to dress she has to climb over luggage 
and bang into boxes of ethnographic field notes and artifacts . Under the 
circumstances, this serves her right . All that effort, that study . Five years . 
The nerve of her . As if words could save her own family, let alone a whole 
doomed tribe .

SPECIFICATIONS
Fiction/ BISAC: Historical, War & Military, Children with Special Needs
May 12, 2020
978-1-59709-889-2 · $18 .95
6 x 9  · 344pp · tradepaper
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Subduction
NOVEL

KRISTEN MILLARES YOUNG

A lyric retelling of the troubled history of encounter in the Ameri-
cas .

Fleeing the shattered remains of her marriage and a be-
trayal by her sister, in the throes of a midlife freefall, Latina 
anthropologist Claudia retreats from Seattle to Neah Bay, 
a Native American whaling village on the jagged Pacific 
coast . Claudia yearns to lose herself to the songs of the tribe 

and the secrets of her guide, a spirited hoarder named Maggie . But when, spurred by 
his mother’s failing memory, Maggie’s prodigal son Peter returns seeking answers to his 
father’s murder, Claudia discovers in him the abandon she craves . Through the passionate 
and violent collision of these two outsiders, Subduction portrays not only their strange al-
legiance after grievous losses but also their imperfect attempts to find community on the 
Makah Indian Reservation .

“The brilliance of Subduction only suggests the wonders to come . It is a good day for us 
when Kristen Millares Young puts pen to paper . Highly recommended .”

Ð Luis Alberto Urrea, winner of the American Book Award, Lannan Literary Award 
and American Academy of Arts and Letters Fiction award, finalist for the Pulitzer Prize, 
author of The House of Broken Angels, The Devil ’s Highway, Queen of America, Into the 
Beautiful North, and The Hummingbird’s Daughter .

“In this commanding novel, Kristen Millares Young captures the brutality of an anthro-
pological gaze upon a Makah community . Her complex, exquisitely shaped characters 
embody the calamity of intrusion and the beauty of resilience .”

Ð Elissa Washuta, author of My Body is a Book of Rules and Starvation Mode

Kristen Millares Young is a prize-winning journalist and essayist whose work has ap-
peared in the Washington Post, the Guardian and the New York Times, along with the 
anthologies Pie & Whiskey, a 2017 New York Times New & Notable Book, and Latina Out-
siders: Remaking Latina Identity . The current Prose Writer-in-Residence at Hugo House, 
Kristen was the researcher for the New York Times team that produced “Snow Fall,” which 
won a Pulitzer Prize . She graduated from Harvard with a degree in history and literature, 
later earning her MFA from the University of Washington . Kristen serves as board chair 
of InvestigateWest, a nonprofit news studio she co-founded in Seattle, where she lives with 
her family .

Click here to preorder book!
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Peter coasted downhill . The “Welcome to the Makah Nation” sign 
receded to a speck in his rearview . He stepped on the gas, ready to 

get this over with . And just like that, a cop swung into position behind 
him . Neah Bay P .D .

Dread coiled in his gut . His eyes flitted to the speedometer . 35 in 
a 25 . The officer spoke into his radio and settled back in his seat . Peter 
slowed and waited for the flashing lights . None came .

The wrinkled gray water of Neah Bay rippled north from the Coast 
Guard dock and around Waadah Island, unfurling toward a container 
ship suspended in a line of fog that pierced the strait . Damp driftwood 
beaches divided the bay from town . The reservation’s main drag was 
lined by low buildings and trailers, some proud and tidy, others boarded 
up, defiant . There were still no stoplights . Dogs made dirt nests wherever 
they saw fit to bed down .

He was almost home .

SPECIFICATIONS
Fiction / Bisac: Native American & Aboriginal, Latina, Cultural Heritage
April 14, 2020
978-1-59709-892-2 · $16 .95
5 x 8  · 272pp · tradepaper
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In the Key of New York City
MEMOIR IN ESSAYS

REBECCA MCCLANAHAN

Our lives are sublets anyway, and too quickly gone at that . 

Against the advice of family and friends, a middle-aged 
couple leaves their home and jobs in North Carolina to 
pursue a long-held desire: to live in New York City . As 
they struggle to find work and forge friendships in a city 
of strangers, Rebecca takes her mother’s advice to “make a 
home wherever you land .” She finds it in surprising ways: 

in overheard conversations in parks and subway stations, cries sifted through apartment 
walls, and in encounters with strangers dispensing unexpected wisdom . The 9/11 attacks 
and a serious cancer surgery turn her attention inward . Inner and outer landscapes merge, 
her life touching the lives of now-familiar strangers . Alternating between brief vignettes 
and sustained narratives, Rebecca McClanahan tracks the heartbeat of New York, finding 
in each face she meets the cumulative loss, joy, and stubborn resilience of a city that has 
claimed her for its own .

Rebecca McClanahan has such an intensely curious, observant, and highly intelligent 
mind that her take on anything would be interesting . Particularly absorbing, then, is what 
she encounters when she and her husband make a midlife move from North Carolina to 
New York City, where daily life is unfamiliar, unsettling, and unexpectedly lonely . We 
watch McClanahan as she tries to make sense of what the city offers, what it discards . A 
reader may find herself wondering (as I did) what lengths she would go to save a squirrel 
trapped outside her apartment window, what she might learn when a very odd duck sits 
next to her on a city bench and strikes up a conversation, how to fathom the destruction of 
the World Trade Center as a newcomer . This marvelous book is a treasure chest of wisdom 
and humility and humor and discovery . I read it in one sitting . So will you .

Ð Abigail Thomas, New York Times bestselling author of A Three Dog Life and Safekeeping

Rebecca McClanahan, author of ten books, has received two Pushcart Prizes, the 
Glasgow Award in nonfiction, the J . Howard and Barbara M . J . Wood Prize from Po-
etry magazine, and four fellowships from the New York Foundation for the Arts and 
the North Carolina Arts Council . Her work has appeared in Best American Essays, Best 
American Poetry, the Georgia Review, the Kenyon Review, the Sun, and in anthologies pub-
lished by Doubleday, Simon & Schuster, Norton, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, Bedford/
St . Martin’s, and numerous others . She teaches in the MFA programs of Queens Univer-
sity and Rainier Writing Workshop and lives with her husband, video producer Donald 
Devet, in Charlotte, North Carolina . 

Click here to preorder book!
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Now a horn is blaring down on the street and other horns are join-
ing in . I go to the window to investigate . A fancy sedan is stopped 

in the middle of the street, sideways, blocking the yellow cab behind it, 
and a tall, well-dressed woman gets out of the sedan and marches over 
to the cab . She’s fuming, screaming at the cab driver that she’s just trying 
to park her car but he won’t give her an inch . The cab driver, who looks 
Middle Eastern, jumps out of the cab and stands nose to nose with the 
woman . I’m thinking it might come to physical blows . “Go back where 
you came from!” she screams, and someone on the sidewalk below my 
windowÐ I can’t see who it isÐ applauds .

Go back where you came from? What would that mean for New 
York? I imagine the streets emptying like they do when you show a film 
in reverse, time sucking us backwards, the sky filling with bodies, all of 
us hurtling back to where we came from: the cab driver back to Saudi 
Arabia or Pakistan; our building’s super and his wife and children, linked 
in a chain of hands, flying out of the basement apartment and into the air 
above the Atlantic, heading toward Montenegro; all of us disappearing, 
even me, sucked through the streets of New York and down to North 
Carolina then South Carolina, to Maryland, California, then back into 
Virginia, Texas, Illinois, landing finally in Indiana, in the nursery of a 
small hospital in Tippecanoe County, my thumb in my mouth, and still 
the film keeps running backwards, a hundred years, another hundred 
years, another . Where are they nowÐ the streets of New York, the town 
of the past, the land where things disappear? No more . All that’s left 
is forest, river, sky, and a few hundred gray squirrels, high in the trees, 
building their lopsided nests .

SPECIFICATIONS
Nonfiction / BISAC: Personal Memoirs, Women
May 19, 2020
978-1-59709-850-2 · $14 .95
5 x 8  · 176pp · tradepaper
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Tea by the Sea
NOVEL

DONNA HEMANS

From Brooklyn to the island of Jamaica, this book traces a moth-
er’s circuitous route to find the daughter taken from her at birth .

A seventeen-year-old taken from her mother at birth, an 
Episcopal priest with a daughter whose face he cannot bear 
to see, a mother weary of searching for her lost child: Tea by 
the Sea is their storyÐ that of a family uniting and unraveling . 
To find the daughter taken from her, Plum Valentine must 

find the child’s father who walked out of a hospital with the day-old baby girl without 
explanation . Seventeen years later, weary of her unfruitful search, Plum sees an article 
in a community newspaper with a photo of the man for whom she has spent half her life 
searching . He has become an Episcopal priest . Her plan: confront him and walk away 
with the daughter he took from her . From Brooklyn to the island of Jamaica, Tea by the 
Sea traces Plum’s circuitous route to find her daughter and how Plum’s and the priest’s 
love came apart .

“The forbidden love story of Plum and Lenworth comes alive in this heart-rending novel, 
Tea by the Sea . Hemans has a stunning ability to give words to that elusive feeling of 
emptiness, and the longing for redemption is palpable . In Hemans’s deft hands, regrets 
are explored with precision and compassion so that the reader finds herself unable to turn 
against even characters who have committed the most wretched betrayals . Tea by the Sea 
is like the story told in a grandmother’s kitchen with the odors of fried dumplings and 
saltfish wafting into mouths that are set agape at the heady twists and turns delivered in 
an urgent and beautiful prose .”

Ð Lauren Francis-Sharma, author of ’Til the Well Runs Dry

Donna Hemans Author Jamaican-born author Donna Hemans is the author of the novel 
River Woman, winner of the 2003± 4 Towson University Prize for Literature . Tea by the 
Sea, for which she won the Lignum Vitae Una Marson Award for Adult Literature, is her 
second novel . Her short fiction has appeared in the Caribbean Writer, Crab Orchard Review, 
Witness, and the anthology Stories from Blue Latitudes: Caribbean Women Writers at Home 
and Abroad, among others . She received her undergraduate degree from Fordham Univer-
sity and an MFA from American University . She lives in Greenbelt, Maryland .

Click here to preorder book!
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What Plum thought in that moment was not how Lenworth and 
Pauline would deal with the child’s outburstÐ dismissal from the 

table? A stern talking-to?Ð but how Lenworth had wiped away her life . 
She was no more than the scribbles on a chalkboard, removed with a 
single downward swipe leaving only tiny particles swirling in the air, 
landing indiscriminately on everything within reach . Had he looked at 
her that night in the hospitalÐ still fatigued from labor, drowsy from 
medicationÐ and seen a dying woman or a woman struggling to live? 
And she had struggled . And she had lived, pushed and pulled and willed 
herself to climb from the weakness pulling her under, struggled until she 
regained the normal rhythm of breathing, and came out on top . She had 
lived to hold the baby she wanted to call Marissa, had lived to look up at 
him and smile, triumphant . 

Her smile hadn’t mattered . 
He declared her dead and walked away with her child .

SPECIFICATIONS
Fiction/ BISAC: Family Life, Caribbean, Coming of Age
June 9, 2020
978-1-59709-845-8 · $16 .95
5 .5 x 8 .5 · 256 pp · tradepaper
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Her Sister's Tattoo
NOVEL

ELLEN MERROPOL

Two sisters . One badly injured cop . A family torn between loyalty 
and politics .

Rosa and Esther Cohen march through downtown Detroit 
in August 1968, protesting the war in Vietnam in harmo-
ny with their family’s tradition of activism . The march is 
peaceful, but when a bloodied teenager describes a battle 
with mounted police a few blocks away, the young women 

hurry to offer assistance . Trying to stop the violence, the sisters instead intensify it . An 
officer is seriously injured; they are arrested and charged with conspiracy and attempted 
murder . For Rosa, their arrest offers another way to protest an unacceptable war . Esther 
wants to avoid prison to stay home with her infant daughter, Molly . She agrees to accept a 
plea bargain offer and testify against Rosa at trial . The consequences of these actions lead 
one sister underground and to prison, the other to leave town to bury her past in a new 
life . Molly grows up unaware of her family history until she meets Rosa’s daughter, her 
cousin Emma, at summer camp . Told from multiple points of view and through the sisters’ 
never-mailed letters, Rosa and Esther’s story is bracketed by the Vietnam and Iraq wars . 
It explores the thorny intersection of sibling loyalty and political beliefs .

“Her Sister’s Tattoo is a story not just of two sisters but of our country, where politics have 
so often torn apart families, loved ones, and communities . This tenderly told novel brings 
humanity to all sides of struggle, lifting us with its grace, compassion, and hope for the 
future . I highly recommend .”

Ð Rene Denfeld, author of The Child Finder 

Ellen Meerpool is the author of three previous novels: Kinship of Clover (Women’s Na-
tional Book Association Great Group Read, and literary fiction finalist for the Best Book 
Award), On Hurricane Island (semifinalist for the Massachusetts Book Award), and House 
Arrest . Recent essay publications include the Boston Globe, The Writer, and Guernica . Ellen’s 
dramatic script telling the story of the Rosenberg Fund for Children was produced most 
recently in Manhattan featuring Eve Ensler, Angela Davis, and Cotter Smith . A found-
ing member of Straw Dog Writers Guild, Ellen leads their Social Justice Writing project . 
She lives in Northampton, MA .

Click here to preorder book!
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When the charge of conspiracy was read, the lawyers exchanged 
glances . But Esther stifled a smile . If the jury had X-ray vision, 

if they could see beyond the gold-plated circle, through her sister’s blue 
jumper and cotton blouse, they would be shocked . Because tattooed on 
Rosa’s left breast was a small red star, a quarter-inch in diameter . Esther 
knew that tattoo well; it was the twin of hers . Getting matching tattoos 
had been Rosa’s idea, two summers before when they hitchhiked to San 
Francisco with Maggie .  

At first Esther had been appalled . “Tattoos are for sailors and gang 
members .”

“That’s going to change,” Rosa said . “You’ll see . These tattoos will 
identify us as revolutionaries, will prove our commitment to the whole 
world .”

Esther had giggled . “To whatever subset of the world we show our 
tits .” 

Maggie had tried to reason with them about dirty instruments and 
infection and self-mutilation, but Esther didn’t worry about pain or dis-
ease . She just wanted to capture the delicious moment and make it last . 

A tattoo is forever, she had thought . Like a sister .

SPECIFICATIONS
Fiction / BISAC: Historical Fiction, Family, Politics
April 7, 2020
978-1-59709-844-1 · $17 .95
5 .5 x 8 .5 · 296 pp · tradepaper
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We Need to Talk:
A Memoir About Wealth
MEMOIR

JENNIFER RISHER

Many books offer advice on how to get rich . Some inspire us with 
a fantasy of being rich . Others poke fun at the rich . This book is 
an honest look at what it’s really like to have a lot of money .  

In 1991, at twenty-five years old, Jennifer took a job at Mi-
crosoft and got lucky . She met her future husband, David, 
and the stock options she was granted were worth hundreds 

of thousands of dollars . His were worth far more . Years later, when David joined a small, 
unknown startup called Amazon .com, they got lucky again . They were in their early thir-
ties and had tens of millions of dollars . It was amazing . The freedom and benefits were 
obvious . But after growing up saving her pennies and being wary of the rich, Jennifer was 
embarrassed to have joined their ranks . She wasn’t worried about being liked for her mon-
ey; she was worried about being hated for it . People looked at her differently . She didn’t 
know how to ensure her children stayed motivated and not entitled, was shocked when 
a friend asked for $25,000, discovered philanthropy isn’t as straightforward as just writ-
ing a check, and grappled with the meaning of “enough .” For years, she didn’t share her 
dilemmas with others for fear of being judged . No one talks about moneyÐ but we should .

“Too often we either envy or disparage the wealthy . Rarely do we think about them as 
‘ just like us .’ But in this heartfelt memoir, Risher walks us through both the advantages 
and the challenges that wealth cultivates . Ultimately, as she says, ‘We are all ninety-nine 
percent the same .’ In a particularly divided country, it is helpful to be reminded of the fact 
that most of our needs and aspirationsÐ for security, for health, for connection, and for 
loveÐ are the same regardless of our bank account .”

Ð Madeline Levine, PhD, author of The Price of Privilege, Teach Your Children Well, and 
Ready or Not

Jennifer Risher was born in Seattle, Washington, grew up in Oregon, and graduated 
from Connecticut College in 1987 with a degree in art history . She taught English at a 
steel company in Tokyo for two years, had two short stints at advertising agencies in Se-
attle, then joined Microsoft in 1991 where she worked as a recruiter and then as a product 
manager . Her passions include tennis, art, cooking, laughter, and doing her best to make 
a positive difference in her community . She and her husband, David, have two daughters 
and live in San Francisco, where David is CEO of Worldreader, a nonprofit he cofounded 
with a mission to create a world where everyone is a reader . We Need to Talk is Jennifer’s 
first book .

Click here to preorder book!
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“It’s not as though you didn’t travel as a kid .”
“But we didn’t travel like this,” I argued . “We stayed at inexpensive 

places .”
“You went out to eat too .”
“Not very often . Restaurants were for special occasions .”
“The first time I went to a restaurant was for my high school gradua-

tion,” David said .
He then told me about his second experience at a restaurant when 

he was a summer intern at Citibank during college . As a reward for his 
good work, his boss had told him to go out for a nice meal . He wasn’t 
accustomed to restaurants and hadn’t wanted to spend too much . When 
he returned with the receipt, his boss told him, “Try again .”

“I hadn’t spent enough . I never had any money . My life was so dif-
ferent from yours . My brother and I heated up canned spaghetti sauce 
at home . We ate a lot of Hamburger Helper, the kind with the wagon 
wheels .”

“What’s that?” I asked .
“See  .  .  . you lived a privileged life .”
“My mom loved to cook,” I argued . “She never used Hamburger 

Helper . Prepackaged, premeasured spices are expensive . It’s more eco-
nomical to cook from scratch .”

“It’s easy to love to cook if you have time and energy,” David coun-
tered . “Your mom was home all day . My mom had to work .”

“But my mom was very careful with spending,” I said defensively .
Somehow, we were trying to outdo one another, David aiming to 

prove he had grown up with less money and more hardship, and me 
hoping he knew how frugal I was . Neither of us wanted to be labeled 
as privileged . Struggling and being careful was more acceptable and 
respectable than being well-off . After all, the real heroes worked hard, 
made smart choices, and pulled themselves up by their bootstraps, im-
proving their lot in life .

SPECIFICATIONS
Nonfiction / BISAC: Personal Memoirs, Rich & Famous, Success
978-1-93909-646-3 · $26 .95
5 .5 x 8 .5 · 272 pp · tradepaper
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Rift Zone
POEMS

TESS TAYLOR

Tess Taylor’s anticipated fourth book traces literal and meta-
phoric fault lines—rifts between past and present, childhood 
and adulthood, what was and what is .  

Circling Taylor’s hometownÐ an ordinary suburb lying 
along the Hayward faultÐ these poems unearth strata that 
include a Spanish land grant, a bloody land grab, gun vio-
lence, mass homelessness, valley girls, strip malls, redwood 

trees, and the painful history of Japanese internment .  What emerges is a powerful core 
sample of America at the brinkÐ an elegy tuned equally to maternal and geologic time .  
Sorrowful and furious, tender and fierce, Rift Zone is observant and relentlessly curiousÐ
a fearsome tremor of a book . 

In Rift Zone, Tess Taylor’s brilliant third collection, we encounter a magisterial range of 
subjects, from the geologic to the civic to the intimately personal . This book is a confident 
poetic engagement with the vital issues of our time, including the disastrous consequences 
of human activity on our climate and its effect on the public and private spheres . Rooted 
in the shifting California landscape, this elegiac yet hopeful book is a necessary addition 
to the corpus of work dedicated to grieving the world as we know it .

Ð Ada Limón, author of The Carrying

Tess Taylor's marvelous Rift Zone burrows into geological, historical, and personal his-
tories to grapple with what she calls “slippery California,” where instability is not only 
tectonic but political, social, and emotionalÐ and from which no one is immune . Taylor 
gives voice to all that the Golden State has tried to repress and erase, and these moving, 
beautiful poems reveal the pain, danger, and beauty that persists at the edge of the world . 
It's at once regional and global, sweeping and pointed, an intimate epic of home .

Ð Edan Lepucki, author of California

The San Francisco Chronicle hailed Tess Taylor’s first book, The Forage House, as “stun-
ning .” Critic Stephanie Burt called Work & Days, her second book, “our moment’s Geor-
gic,” and it was named one of the ten best books of poetry of 2016 by the New York Times . 
Taylor’s poetry and nonfiction appear widely; she chairs the poetry committee of the 
National Book Critics Circle and is the on-air poetry reviewer for NPR’s All Things Con-
sidered . She was a Distinguished Fulbright US Scholar at the Seamus Heaney Centre in 
Queen’s University in Belfast, Northern Ireland, and Anne Spencer Writer in Residence 
at Randolph College . Taylor grew up and lives in El Cerrito, California .

Click here to preorder book!
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From Three Dreams 2018

You must always live on the brink said Breton
& so the brink cut through our backyards .

Most days it felt like nothing
we didn’t think of the street as old seafloor

except when earthcrust would snag
the foundations

of expensive houses

suddenly upthrust
like revelationÐ

SPECIFICATIONS
Poetry / BISAC: Nature, Place, Family
April 7, 2020
978-1-59709-7765 · $16 .95 
6 x 9 · 112pp · tradepaper
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After Rubén
POEMS

FRANCISCO ARAGÓN

This collection engages complicated relationships, including that 
of a gay son and his immigrant father .

After Rubén unfolds as a decades-long journey in poems and 
prose, braiding the personal, the political and the historical, 
interspersing along the way English-language versions and 
riffs of a Spanish-language master: Rubén Darío . Whether 
it’s biting portraits of public figures, or nuanced sketches of 

his father, Francisco Aragón has assembled his most expansive collection to date, evoking 
his native San Francisco, but also imagining ancestral spaces in Nicaragua . Readers will 
encounter pieces that splice lines from literary forebearers, a moving elegy to a sibling, a 
surprising epistle from the grave . In short: a book that is both trajectory and mosaic, com-
plicating the conversation surrounding poetry in the AmericasÐ above all as it relates to 
Latinx and queer poetics . 

Marvel at Francisco’s new collection and translations of DaríoÐ there are soft, almost 
sepia-blurry portraits of unnamed figures, episodes, eras, and families . The Bay Area ap-
pears and dissolves as we journey with AragónÐ we amble shoulder to shoulder and listen 
to intimate, almost impossible short phrases and we stop on occasion and notice the silence, 
the separations, “aflutter in the light .” The collaborations with the late Andrés Montoya 
and Carmen Calatayud, and verses inspired by Machado, Darío, Apollinaire, and Cen-
drars are stellar . This is a book made of books, cultures, and languages, a search made of 
searchesÐ “I tried to invent new flowers, new tongues,” it saysÐ and indeed Francisco has 
accomplished this task . Rare for its intimate, deep voices and expansive, chromatic treks .

Ð Juan Felipe Herrera, Poet Laureate of the United States (2015± 2017)

Francisco Aragón is the son of Nicaraguan immigrants . He is the author of Puerta del Sol 
and Glow of Our Sweat, as well as editor of The Wind Shifts: New Latino Poetry . His poems 
have appeared in twenty anthologies, most recently The Wandering Song: Central American 
Writing in the United States (Tia Chucha Press) and Nepantla: An Anthology Dedicated to 
Queer Poets of Color (Nightbook Books) . Others include Inventions of Farewell: A Book of 
Elegies (W .W . Norton), Deep Travel: American Poets Abroad (Ninebark Press), and Poetry 
of Resistance: Voices for Social Justice (University of Arizona Press) . In 2017, he was a final-
ist for Split This Rock’s Freedom Plow Award for Poetry & Activism . A native of San 
Francisco, CA, he directs Letras Latinas, the literary initiative at the University of Notre 
Dame’s Institute for Latino Studies . Aragón divides his time between Washington, D .C . 
and South Bend, IN .

Click here to preorder book!
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Creed

I soared across the sky to peer
down at you all .
Each flap bringing me closerÐ
your idea of heaven .
No, I don’t believe .
My prayer’s a sheet of ice
scrutinized
by unforgiving heat .
Now my words are air .
Without remorse I composeÐ
hold you inside me .
Saints are sliced in four .
I sing the rhythm of their days .
Spirit endures, soft
as a kiss, calling
us to chorus, to convene
antepasados en el desierto .
To swallow what they teach .

      for Carmen Calatayud

SPECIFICATIONS
Poetry / BISAC: Latin American, LGBT
May 5, 2020
978-1-59709-857-1 · $17 .95
6 x 9 · 160pp · tradepaper
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Sugar, Smoke, Song
SHORT STORIES

REEMA RAJBANSHI

A short fiction debut about girls and women caught between their 
desires, others’ expectations, and unexpected disaster, and how 
they maneuver with humor and rage into wilder, surviving selves . 

Sugar, Smoke, Song is a collection of nine linked stories set 
in the Bronx, California, India, and Brazil . Following the 
secrets and passions of young women, these stories and 
their narrators cross genres and rules to arrive at unfore-

seen lives . A subway rider remembers enacting the gods with her estranged twin, a concert 
usher discovers her tango-dancing boyfriend’s lover, and a literacy worker confesses the 
gambles she and others have lost through the bluesy singers she admires . Told through 
semi-experimental play with nonlinear plots, plural narrators, and hybrid prose, these 
stories embody the experiences of Asian American women carrying histories both unseen 
and cyclically lived .

The fire and guts of this material made a helix with the poetics and heart of the story . I was 
left breathless several times . This writer is on the cusp of inventing a signature language 
meant for telling this particular story .

Ð Lidia Yuknavitch, author of The Book of Joan

Reema Rajbanshi is a creative and critical writer born in Miami and raised in the Bronx . 
Her short stories have been published in print and online journals such as Chicago Quarter-
ly Review and Blackbird and explore the nonlinear lines of girlhood, violence, and migra-
tion . As a graduate of the UC Davis writing program, she plays with semi-experimental 
forms and crafts narratives of the body . As a graduate of UC San Diego in literature, 
her research work on global indigeneities, Brazil, and Northeast India also appear across 
her creative fiction and nonfiction . Among her awards and fellowships are travel grants 
from her alma mater, Harvard University, and a Pushcart Prize nomination . She currently 
teaches at Haverford College and lives in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania . Sugar, Smoke, Song 
is her first book .

Click here to preorder book!
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Biju, do you remember the afternoon I lost you?
It rained the way it does todayÐ slanted torrents erasing every-

thing till the clouds breathed five, four, three  .  .  . and I shielded your 
fuzzy sleeping head on my shoulder . Boys with their puffy coats and 
unfettered manes hung by the closest pole, commenting on your milky 
rose, your delicate wrists . I’d marry her for her cheeks, they conferred . 

 I shook youÐ our stopÐ but when I dashed out, you rose frantic-
eyed . The train slipped offÐ your palms pressed to the glassÐ I laughed 
and waited till you rode back . 

 Your cards, when you ran onto the platform and showed me, had 
disintegrated into blue scraps . I could only make out two equationsÐ E 
= mc2 and F = maÐ energy and force, you said woefully, are the only things 
that made it . 

 Biju, look how, a decade later, I’ve discovered a third: E + F = L, a 
hidden love, brash and raw and too blue to bury . How we are all the wild 
childs of the city, train-riding some afternoons, crush-jumping in the 
dark, with our frank glances, our sweet rumps, springs when merengue 
jiggles on car after car of tank tops and shorts, summers when we have 
to bust a hydrant to cool the roads down, all the goose-bumpy nights we 
whisper . Yo mami, hi ma, hey bhonti, ki khobor Biju, come home, ok? 

SPECIFICATIONS
Short Fiction / BISAC: Family Life, Siblings, Asian American
June 23, 2020
978-1-59709-891-5 · $16 .95
5 .5 x 8 .5 · 232pp · tradepaper
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Moon Jar
POEMS

DIDI JACKSON

In her intimately compelling debut collection, Didi Jackson ex-
plores the life-altering and heart-rending loss of a husband to 
suicide .

In an effort to understand this unforeseen and inexplicable 
act, she maps with immense candor the emotional difficulty 
of continuing her responsibility as a mother while attempt-
ing to regain a sense of normalcy . While grief never fully 

subsides, Jackson allows herself over time to rediscover love as she contends with the 
brutal and haunting grip of human trauma . These affirmative poems, precise and grace-
begetting, exhibit an admirable self-devotion to healing and recovery that is metamorphic 
and cathartic . Turning to biblical narratives as well as seminal works of art by the likes of 
Hildegard of Bingen, Pablo Picasso, Sappho, Mark Rothko, Kazimir Malevich, Hiero-
nymus Bosch, and Frédéric Chopin, she orchestrates a tableau of conversations around 
human suffering, the natural world, and impermanence . And like the Korean porcelain 
moon jar, these poems mark and celebrate the imperfection of existence . At once raw and 
vulnerable, Moon Jar shows lyric poetry to be a fundamental and permanent force for 
survival . 

“Moon Jar is one of the loveliest and most honest books about grief and the long road back 
to hope and love that I’ve read in a very long time . These poems tell Didi Jackson’s story 
of losing her husband to suicide and the enormous grief of that loss . But they also show 
us how we survive such a loss, and that love and life can be ours again . I read this book 
once, and then again, and again . Jackson’s words comfort and remind us what it means to 
be vulnerable and human .”

Ð Ann Hood

"In Moon Jar, Didi Jackson gives poignant testimony to the sorrow, rage, and piercing 
clarity of grief . And she bears radiant witness to the moment when bereavement gives 
way to new joy . These poems are breathtaking and frank, and they constitute a bridge 
into the regions of the inner life where words too often fail to reach .”
 ± Tracy K . Smith

Didi Jackson’s poems have appeared in the New Yorker, New England Review, Plough-
shares, and elsewhere . After having lived most of her life in Florida, she currently lives 
in South Burlington, Vermont and teaches creative writing at the University of Vermont . 

Click here to preorder book!
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Signs for the Living

Sometimes, after the last snow in May, 
after the red-winged blackbird clutches the spine
of the cattail, after he leans forward, droops
his wings and flashes his epaulets, I imagine 
shouldering the yellow center lines of the road .

Near the recently thawed pond, within a long 
channel of construction, a man holding a sign . 
One side says slow, the other stop .
Joy and sorrow always run like parallel lines . 

Inside the house, when I leave the lights on,
small white moths come like a collection of worship, 
pulsing their wings up and up the window, 
as if in a frenzied trancelike dance,
some dervishes, others the penitent on shaky knees .

The first few years after my husband’s suicide
I wanted to be the penitent .
I thought I deserved all the pain I could feel . 
The drill of road work in late summer
was a welcome grinding music . 
Now the yellow center lines are flung like braids behind me .

SPECIFICATIONS
Poetry / BISAC: Death, Grief, Loss
April 21, 2020
978-1-59709-817-5 · $16 .95
6 x 9 · 80pp · tradepaper
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Worship the Pig
POEMS

GAYLORD BREWER

This is Gaylord Brewer’s most ambitious and deeply felt collec-
tion of poetry yet in three decades of striving to reconcile the wild 
world with the haunting voice inside—an astounding, harrowing 
achievement .

Gaylord Brewer’s eleventh collection is by the poet’s own 
definition his “Americas book .” The migration begins from 
his Tennessee home to the Inside Passage of Alaska, then 

detours sharply south in a return to his beloved Costa Rica, then onward finally to the 
qualified paradise of Brazil’s Ilhabela . Brewer’s persistent obsessionsÐ translating the call 
and challenge of the feral world, negotiating some truce with private ghostsÐ have never 
been more poignantly and sharply drawn . From chiseled lyrics to more expansive narra-
tivesÐ by turns reserved and raucous, always heartfelt and rivetingÐ these new poems 
exhilarate . “No schematic for conquest, / no reckless conclusions, // no tenuous argument 
for connection / beyond the simple truth / of what accrues together .” At mid-career, the 
author called “the most natural poet in the country” by the Asheville Poetry Review con-
tinues to astonish .

Worship the Pig Ð there, in one breath, the sacred and the profane . Just know that in Gay-
lord Brewer’s world, the profane is also venerable, what is simple is likewise profound, 
and what is commonplace is remarkable . Brewer is an enchanter, who casts his spell with 
words that are clear, precise, and illuminating, words that carry us away to a more vital-
izing world than the one we live in, to a world of simple pleasures and bountiful blessings . 
One may read this book as a litany of reasons for living an intentional life, even in the face 
of bracing sadness . Brewer knows that the first act of writing is noticing, and that paying 
attention is giving praise . I suggest you buy this book, pour yourself a drink, settle into 
your easy chair, and dive in . You won’t come up for air until you’re done . That’s how I read 
it . Twice . And I’m still seeing the world through its invigorating lens .

Ð John Dufresne

Gaylord Brewer is the author of fifteen previous books of poetry, fiction, criticism, and 
cookery, including Country of Ghost (Red Hen, 2015) and The Poet’s Guide to Food, Drink, 
& Desire (Stephen F . Austin, 2015) . His poems have appeared in Best American Poetry and 
The Bedford Introduction to Literature . His many international residencies include Haw-
thornden Castle (Scotland) and the Global Arts Village (India), and he has taught in 
Russia, Kenya, England, and the Czech Republic . Brewer was awarded a Tennessee Arts 
Commission Fellowship in 2009 . He is a native of Louisville, Kentucky, and has been a 
professor at Middle Tennessee State University since 1993 .

Click here to preorder book!
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Dark Hello

Day after day you waited,
patience strained
toward the moment
of my voice,
asked only some good news
to justify the expense,
some kindness, laughter .
You asked too much .
When I spoke
my voice was a blade
that frightened me
and your wound the reward
for your faith .
I felt your eyes lower,
your shadowed face turn
from this
harsh wrong instant
now never to be unspoken,
an echo through the air
never stilled,
a wish reborn
into a world once again
it would not survive,
world of silent
apologies for nothing
that can ever be explained .

SPECIFICATIONS
Poetry / BISAC: American, Nature
June 16, 2020
978-1-59709-852-6 · $18 .95
6 x 9  · 152pp · tradepaper
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Don't Go Crazy Without Me
MEMOIR

DEBORAH LOTT

This book tells the tragicomic coming of age story of a girl who 
grew up under the seductive sway of her outrageously eccentric 
father . 

He taught her how to have fun; he also taught her to fear 
food poisoning, other children’s infectious diseases, and 
the contaminating propensities of the world at large . Alien-
ated from her emotionally distant mother, the girl bonded 

closely with her father and his worldview . When he plunged from neurotic to full-blown 
psychotic, she nearly followed him . Sanity is not always a choice, but for the sixteen-year-
old, decisions had to be made and lines drawn between reality and what her mother called 
her “overactive imagination .” She would have to give up beliefs carried by the infectious 
agent of her father’s love .

Saving herself would require an unconventional reading of Moby Dick, sexual pleasure in 
the body that had confounded her, and entry into the larger world of political activism as 
a volunteer in Robert F . Kennedy’s Presidential campaign . After attending his last stop at 
the Ambassador Hotel the night of his assassination, she would come to a new reckoning 
with loss and with engagement beyond the confines of her family . Ultimately, she would 
find a way to turn her grief into love .
 
Don’t Go Crazy Without Me is an extraordinary book . Deborah A . Lott writes about ev-
erythingÐ parents, children, bodies, illness, sex, writingÐ with a voice that is utterly clear 
and beautiful and funny and original . This is a book written with honesty that will both 
break your heart and enlarge it .

Ð Karen E . Bender, National Book Award Finalist and author of A Town of Empty Rooms, 
Refund, and Like Normal People . 

Deborah A. Lott’s memoirs, essays, and reportage have been published in the Rumpus, 
Salon, the Alaska Quarterly Review, Bellingham Review, Black Warrior Review, Cimarron 
Review, the Los Angeles Times, StoryQuarterly, the Good Men Project, the nervous breakdown, 
and many other places . Her family’s legacy of hypochondria was featured on NPR’s This 
American Life . Her first book, In Session: the Bond between Women and their Therapists, of-
fered an unprecedented look at psychotherapy from the perspective of clients interviewed 
by the author . Her essays have been thrice named as “notables of the year” by Best Ameri-
can Essays . She teaches creative writing and literature at Antioch University, Los Angeles, 
where she serves as faculty advisor to Two Hawks Quarterly .com . She lives with her hus-
band, Gary Edelstone, in Los Angeles .

Click here to preorder book!
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In the waiting room, a young man with stringy hair and a dirty poncho 
paced back and forth and muttered to himself . The young woman with 

him, seated in a chair, leaned forward and whispered loudly enough for 
my hypervigilant ears to hear, “Was it just acid? Are you sure it wasn’t 
laced with something?” I could smell his acrid sweat from across the 
room . I was sixteen; I didn’t know anyone who had taken acid, though 
I’d seen my father pace in agitation and mutter under his breath this 
same way .

My mother read a magazine, oblivious to the crazy people around us . 
I sat there, incubating a sick foreboding as one dark-suited male clinician 
after another appeared and walked patients back to their offices .

Finally entrapped in a closet-sized consulting room across from my 
assigned psychiatrist, my immediate problem was his face . A bad-omen 
face . Too many sharp angles, the edges of his cheekbones threatened to 
pierce his own skin . His dark eyebrows overhung his nearly black eyes, 
disguising his intentions .

“Can you tell me what’s been troubling you?” he asked . 
What I needed was a joke to break the ice, or some fatherly comfort . 

Oh, for some fatherly comfort, the blessing my father used to deliver 
with his hands outstretched over the congregation at Sabbath services: 
may God shine his countenance upon you and grant you peace .

With his heavy Hungarian accent, my young psychiatrist seemed like 
a man from a grainy, black-and-white Holocaust documentary; had he 
been a victim of the Nazis or a collaborator? A wave of premonition 
passed over me, stomach, throat, head, and then infused my whole body 
with a queasy heat . Then it escaped my body to suffuse the atmosphere 
in the room . Or had it come into me from the room? Telling what was 
inside and what was outside had grown harder .

SPECIFICATIONS
Nonfiction / BISAC: Personal Memoirs, Women, Mental Health
April 7, 2020
978-1-59709-815-1 · $16 .95
5 .5 x 8 .5 · 256pp · tradepaper
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Mostly Water
MEMOIR

MARY ODDEN

From women cowboys to arctic villages, Mary Odden’s linked 
essays transport the reader along light-filled paths at the top of 
a shrinking world . 

In Mostly Water, essays form a linked memoir that explores 
the American outback from eastern Oregon horse trails 
to the arctic and subarctic river towns of Alaska . In these 
landscapes, Native people and later-comers are entwined in 

histories as loopy as northern rivers . Odden invites the reader to a vivid patchwork of char-
acters and seldom-seen places, with a soundtrack from fiddle dances and a menu “half-
potlatch and half-potluck .” In Mostly Water, readers will hear dance music ring through 
little towns and watch as friends conspire to stoke the fires and fading memories of an old 
pioneer . The danger of giving birth takes a crooked path through a mystical elk hunt on 
its way to the miracle of holding a child . Casual meetings with passengers on an Inside 
Passage ferry open to intimacy with a Tlingit grandmother and the dignified depths of 
an ocean-going hobo . Bush town storefronts forsake their rivers to welcome the airplane . 
The falling of the Twin Towers on 9/11 silences the sky over a remote Alaskan village . 
Short takes on a vivid personal cuisine divide the longer essays of Mostly Water . In these 
interludes, dead grandmothers mix it up over turkey gravy and ripe berries are sweet and 
dangerous after Chernobyl’s radioactive winds blow around the top of the Earth . Events 
of the churning twenty-first century rise like the sea in these storiesÐ but so do music and 
love and hope in the precious otherness of nature . 

“Destined to become a classic in the literature of the American West, Mary Odden's au-
thentic, profound, and original Mostly Water will thaw parts of you you didn't even know 
had frozen . Love, work, animals, food, music: were we to disappear, humanity could be 
remade of the ingredients here set forth by this remarkable writer . Suffused with wonder, 
steeped in memory, and written in exquisitely musical prose, the essays in this book serve 
to harmonize head with heart in a way that can only be called wisdom .” 

Ð Richard Hoffman, Author of Half the House and Love & Fury

Mary Odden’s essays have appeared in the Georgia Review, Northwest Review, Nimrod, 
the Alaska Quarterly Review, and Under Northern Lights, an anthology of contemporary 
Alaska art and writing . Born in eastern Oregon, she traveled north to do forest fire work 
in Alaska . She studied writing at the University of Montana and the University of Alaska 
Fairbanks . She has worked as an aviation dispatcher, village teen counselor, writing teach-
er, and as publisher/editor of a small newspaper in Alaska’s Copper River Valley . In 2015, 
she received a Rasmuson Foundation Individual Artist Award for the essays gathered in 
Mostly Water . She lives with her husband in Nelchina, Alaska . 

Click here to preorder book!
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Names can save you, when the ceiling is low or the sky is all smoke 
and you are with a pilot who hasn’t flown in that country . One time 

we flew out of Fairbanks into scattered layers of fog and clouds . It was 
getting darker, and the weather seemed to be closing in behind us while 
it was still lighter ahead . But as we approached Indian Mountain, the 
weather started to come down and I felt the pilot freezing up beside me, 
nervous hands moving over his gauges, watching the little craziness in 
the compass from the mountain below us, unseen now . He kept asking 
me, “Do you see anything you recognize?” And occasionally I would, a 
twist of water or the edge of an old forest fire burn whose shape I recog-
nized because I’d drawn it with different-colored markers as it burned 
outward, day after day .

 We turned around once, but the route looked worse, less familiar, 
so we headed back north and I could just barely see a layer of the Kobuk 
country far off, lighter than the sky we were in, with the Brooks Range 
riding across the northern horizon behind it . I showed the pilot the gaps 
where the rivers and lakes pushed down through the foothills range, 
chattering a litany of names to him from the USGS mapsÐ Koliaksak, 
Koguluktuk, Cosmos, Ruby CreekÐ twisted orthographies from native 
place names alongside the names of miners and explorers, names of the 
lovers and financiers of miners and explorers . I was a person who could 
see the road but couldn’t drive; he was a driver who found himself sud-
denly blind, having to trust the directions of his passenger . I borrowed 
the power of names, the iceberg tips of stories, to help him: “A little left, 
that gap beside where the mountain looks flat on top, that’s Cosmos, 
that’s where the runway is .” And so we “lucked out,” as Grumman Goose 
pilot Jim Pickering used to say, meaning that we’d gotten where we were 
going . I saw the pilot a few times after that and we smiled at each other 
like we’d once danced a slow one .

SPECIFICATIONS
Nonfiction / BISAC: Personal Memoirs, Women, Alaska
June 2, 2020
978-1-59709-919-6 · $17 .95
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Boy Oh Boy
SHORT STORIES

ZACHARY DOSS

A humorous exploration of loneliness and longing, as well as a con-
frontation of society’s expectations about love . 

Boy Oh Boy is a collection of queer fabulist stories and flash 
fictions told via second person, asking readers to share Doss’s 
explorations of joy and longing . Your boyfriend is many boy-
friends, possibly all the boyfriends you’ve ever had or will 
have . But you must ask yourself whether you have them or 

they have you . Your boyfriend plays jokes on youÐ plays jokes on the world . He is forever 
unattainable, and still you love your boyfriend, even when it hurts you . Doss explores 
how relationships can be all-consuming, how we transform ourselves to fit within their 
contour . Eventually, you might change so much that you don’t even fit inside your own 
body . This book is so much about spaceÐ the physical, emotional, and mental spheres 
that everyone inhabits . Doss uses humor to deal with the isolation that each of us experi-
encesÐ not because we’re alone, but because we’ve become detached from ourselves, our 
needs, and our desires . Boy Oh Boy is our chance to understand Zachary Doss, as well as 
our strangest selves . 

“There's a sly and unprepossessing humor to these stories, the feeling of someone waiting 
for you to notice the joke, though there's never just one . It’s right there in the titleÐ Boy 
Oh Boy Ð and it is something you might say as you read these stories of the way we are all 
abandoned to this world, to make of it what we can . Zach Doss is a writer to celebrate . 
He didn’t live long enough to give us more than this, but here is a book that sings like 
a troubadour under the balcony at midnight, songs of love and trouble, again and again, 
seemingly effortless and full of charm . Pick it up .”

Ð Alexander Chee, author of How to Write an Autobiographical Novel 

Zachary Doss was a writer and editor whose work appeared in Sonora Review, Fourteen 
Hills, Fairy Tale Review, Caketrain, DIAGRAM, Paper Darts, and other journals . His 
short story “Bespoke” was the winner of the 2016 Puerto del Sol Short Fiction Contest . 
He held an MFA in creative writing from the University of Alabama, where he taught 
composition and rhetoric, literature, and creative writing . He was also pursuing a PhD 
in creative writing and literature at the University of Southern California at the time of 
his death .
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Your boyfriend decides to start a small business and sure enough the 
store he opens only comes up to your knee . Somehow he fits inside 

but as much as you scrunch you can’t get in . Outside, on your hands and 
knees, you peek with one eye through the small windows . 

When you ask him who his intended customers are, he says, Just re-
ally small people, I guess . 

Through the window you can see your boyfriend industriously filling 
wicker baskets with scented soaps, making neat rows of colorful bubble 
bath bottles . 

His shop is a disproportionately large success . Small people line up 
around the block for his honeysuckle-scented body lotion . He is inter-
viewed by the local news . On television, he and his shop and the news-
caster look like they are the correct size . 

This won’t change anything about our relationship, your boyfriend 
says . 

You begin to fit uncomfortably into your own life . You ask coworkers, 
do I seem especially gigantic to you today? and while they assure you 
that you are normal-sized, they submit hostile work environment claims 
to the director of human resources . 

SPECIFICATIONS
Short Fiction / BISAC: Dark Humor, LGBT, Gay
June 2, 2020
978-1-59709-813-7 · $14 .95
5 x 8 · 192pp · tradepaper

Winner of the
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Body of Render
POEMS

FELICIA ZAMORA

This collection explores the internal and external impacts on our 
humanity when political, national, and societal decisions strip 
away our basic human rights . 

What does it mean to be an underrepresented individual 
in a country where the most powerful seat in the land un-
ashamedly perpetuates racist, misogynistic, homophobic, 
and classist behaviors? The voices document a journey be-

fore and after the last presidential election . These poems cry out for reconsideration of our 
broken systems to find common and safe ground rooted in equitable treatment of each 
other as human beings . How do we exude love when being a person of color or underrepre-
sented person in this country means the dominant white-male-able-bodied-heterosexual 
narrative continues to threaten our voices? This collection carves at the physical, the politi-
cal, the intimate, and the structural with poems that simultaneously create and encourage 
voice to seek a path toward collective mending . 
 
Language is action in these poems, which are utterances of pleading, fighting, and mend-
ing in an America we can hardly stand to look at straight on . Body of Render is a book of 
saying what must be said: “say Capitol Hill be voice of all your people, be just; in haunt, 
you must be voice, must .” The risks Felicia Zamora takes with form, syntax, and breath 
pay off in poem after poemÐ and make Body of Render one of the most dynamicÐ most 
transformativeÐ collections I’ve read in years .

Ð Maggie Smith, author of Good Bones

Felicia Zamora’s books include Of Form & Gather, the 2016 Andrés Montoya Poetry 
Prize winner, Instrument of Gaps, and & in Open, Marvel . A 2019 CantoMundo fellow, 
she won the 2015 Tomaž Šalamun Prize and was the 2017 Poet Laureate of Fort Collins, 
CO . Her poems appear in Academy of American Poets (Poem-A-Day), the Georgia Review, 
the Missouri Review (Poem of the Week), The Nation, and others . She is the associate 
poetry editor for Colorado Review and programs manager for the Virginia G . Piper Center 
for Creative Writing at Arizona State University . She lives in Phoenix, Arizona with her 
partner Chris . 

Click here to preorder book!
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Election Night

Tonight electoral electoral electoral; 
dichotomy of blue & red; how my Latina 
body, my pinkish vagina, my nipples protrude, 
just so; how blue my lips after blow job; how 
blue my veins in loyal pump to heart; how 
nasty woman me; how proud; & the nation 
teeters on a razor, ready to bleedÐ red red red 
my pupils in stunÐf or a president who 
believes me a disgusting animal; how numbers 
tally & tally & panic seeds in my chest, my 
mind traumas, shit shit; inauguration ladies, the 
president finds you all beautiful pieces of ass .

SPECIFICATIONS
Poetry / BISAC: Latina, American
May 12, 2020
978-1-59709-975-2 · $16 .95
6 x 9 · 104pp · tradepaper
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The Way a Line Hallucinates Its 
Own Linearity
POEMS

DANIELLE VOGEL

Intimate and incantatory, this collection is a hypnotic and vis-
ceral experience .  

Danielle Vogel’s newest collection creates a latticework 
for repairÐ the repairing of past trauma, the calling-into-
presence of a dissociated selfÐ but does so while keeping 
the material of this net of thinking in a fragmented, di-

aphanous state, glowing in the space between the poem and essay . Across three sections 
of “displacements,” “miniatures,” and “volume,” Vogel initiates readers into the séance of 
the book; she asks the reader to hold vigil for the most crucial phase of its composition, 
which can only happen when the reader and she meet at the site of the page, within a 

“new, interrupted unity .” In The Way a Line Hallucinates its Own Linearity, accordÐ writing 
with, reading withÐ is always a verb, always kinetic, alchemical, and alive . “It only takes 
one letter on the page,” Vogel writes, “and we are already inside one another’s lungs .” To 
consent to walk through these spaces is to give up that part of you that wishes to remain 
anonymous and un-entrained . You will be grateful that you did . 

In Danielle Vogel’s heartbreakingly gorgeous The Way a Line Hallucinates Its Own Linear-
ity, she digs underneath the skin of the body, language, and the book to scratch toward a 
haunting absence . To tend to and hold that absenceÐ to stroke itÐ requires Vogel’s patient 
yet urgent series of utterances . A vibrational pull that won’t let us go results: a crackling 
cry in the ache of night, a sensate break into other sphere, a lit passion, a new blues . Yes 
to these poems’ redemptive resilienceÐ their fracture and their blur . Yes, yes, yes . I am 
reminded of why we need poetry .

Ð Dawn Lundy Martin, author of Good Stock Strange Blood

Danielle Vogel is a poet, lyric essayist and installation artist whose work explores the 
bonds between language and presence, between a reader and a writer, and how a bookÐ as 
an extended architecture of a bodyÐ might serve as a site of radical transformation . She 
is the author of Edges & Fray (Wesleyan, 2020) and Between Grammars (Noemi, 2015) . 
Her installations, or “public ceremonies for language,” have been most recently exhibited 
at RISD Museum, MICA, The University of Arizona’s Poetry Center, and Abecedarian 
Gallery . She teaches at Wesleyan University and makes her home in New England with 
the artist Renee Gladman .
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3.

[ here ]      [ how it ]     [ this ]      [ 
holding ]       [ the lips ]    [ they ]      
[ thought ]      [ i was ]      
[ because i had ]    [ because ]      [  
they   ]      [   had  ]      [    hauled  me    ]     

Up close, the neurological field of the page, shot through, 
in its breathing . That synapse between there and here is 
diaphanous . The ink aggregates and gleams . As if its atomic 
makeup cannot settle, so instead makes room . She puts her 
left ear to the paper and watches her childhood hand write 
her name . An irregular net of soundÐ a nervous systemÐ
reorganizes .

SPECIFICATIONS
Poetry / BISAC: Women, American
June 30, 2020
978-1-59709-821-2 · $15 .95
5 .83 x 8 .27 · 80pp · tradepaper
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Hold Me Tight
POEMS

JASON SCHNEIDERMAN

Schneiderman takes on the anxieties of the personal and politi-
cal climate with his unique blend of erudition, charm, humor, and 
earthiness .

In five poetic sequences, Jason Schneiderman’s Hold Me 
Tight considers life in a new age of anxiety as technology 
and violence inform new forms of selfhood and apocalypse 
seems always around the corner . Starting with a long poem 

about his own struggle to find peace, the collection is searingly grounded in the personal, 
anchored to Schneiderman’s own life . The collection moves to a sequence of parables about 
wolves, which obliquely consider intractable political conflicts and the emotional fallout 
of relationships that are structured around predators and prey . The next sequences focus 
on technology and art, looking at how technologies extend the possibilities of the human 
body, which alters what it means to be human . A long set of poems about Chris Burden 
explore the artist’s movement from the personal, self-inflicted violence of his early work to 
the larger questions of political violence that inform his later work . In the final sequence, 
Schneiderman imagines a series of “last things”Ð in which finality gives meaning to the 
people and things in question . In the end, Schneiderman’s project invokes a kind of old 
fashioned humanism, embracing the ruptures in our contemporary ways of living and 
thinking . 

Jason Schneiderman’s Hold Me Tight is a tour de force of risk and vulnerability . The im-
ages that populate this bookÐ from wolves to submarinesÐ show how every story we’ve 
ever been told (every fairy tale heard, every movie watched) becomes an internalized part 
of our reality . And that reality is made all the more real when we can talk about it . These 
poems read like a wrought conversation the speaker only wishes he could have: “I needed 
/ that story once; I’m telling it to you now, / because I know I may need it again .” And the 
discursive mode here always leads us to a place of surprise, a place where Schneiderman 
can declare, “This is the one thing / I have never told anyone . I still believe in the circle . / 
I may be the last, but I believe .” What a tenderly beautiful book!

Ð Jericho Brown, author of The Tradition

Jason Schneiderman is the author of four books of poems: Hold Me Tight (Red Hen Press 
2020), Primary Source (Red Hen Press 2016), Striking Surface (Ashland Poetry Press 2010), 
and Sublimation Point (Four Way Books 2004) . He edited the anthology Queer: A Reader 
for Writers (Oxford University Press 2016) . His poetry and essays have appeared in Ameri-
can Poetry Review, The Best American Poetry, Poetry London, Grand Street, and The Penguin 
Book of the Sonnet . He is an Associate Professor of English at the Borough of Manhattan 
Community College, CUNY and lives in Brooklyn .

Click here to preorder book! 
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The Last Book

The last book tries to remember
the last time someone read it,
tries to remember if someone
has ever read it all . The last book
isn’t sure what it’s about, because
it can’t open its own pages, the
way you can’t open your own chest,
and you’ve never seen your
own organs . The last book
has no other books to ask about
what it feels like to be read
because that’s what it means
to be last, and the last book 
doesn’t even know that it’s just
zeros and ones, hurtling through
space, sent into the universe
by people who died millennia
ago on a planet that’s long since
been eaten by the sun it revolved
around . The last book still
thinks it’s paper and ink,
bookboard and cloth,
and if anyone ever picks up
the signal, maybe it will be again .

SPECIFICATIONS
Poetry / BISAC: LGBT, Jewish American
May 26, 2020
978-1-59709-829-8 · $16 .95
6 x 9 · 80pp · tradepaper
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The Skin of Meaning
POEMS

KEITH FLYNN 

Award-winning poet Keith Flynn’s sixth and most wide-ranging 
collection, seeking to find the tangible analogs and visceral 
meanings hidden behind the daily bombardment of digital infor-
mation and hoping to restore the mystery in our involvement with 
language . 

From the etymologies of pop culture, history, astronomy, 
and rock and roll, these poems fan out into a bold multi-

plicity of voices and techniques . Flynn’s work illustrates the meaning that is also created 
through tense collisions and is populated with figures in resistance to the status quo, a 
gathering as varied as Caravaggio, Nina Simone, Gaudí, Villon, Wonder Woman, and 
Manolete . The final section examines America’s fascination with violence and death, re-
vealing that “a human being in love with mystery is never finished .” This collection con-
stantly challenges our assumptions about the world we think we see and is teeming with 
evidence of another invisible world bristling like an underground river beneath our feet .

“For some time, we’ve been waiting for a poet to appear who could adequately confront 
the vast and deliriously complex matter of the USAÐ its people, its art, its material and 
popular culture, its misdeeds and its election mistakes . Also, one who could respond to 
the artistic legacy of Europe . Keith Flynn is that poet . His range is wider than any poet’s 
I’m aware of, a range matched by his varied diction and his fluent mastery of syntax . The 
apparent ease he brings to this thorny project is one of the work’s most impressive aspects . 
I urge readers to greet this book with the praise it deserves .”

Ð Alfred Corn, author of Unions

Keith Flynn (www .keithflynn .net) is the award-winning author of seven books, most 
recently Colony Collapse Disorder (Wings Press, 2013) and a collection of essays entitled 
The Rhythm Method, Razzmatazz and Memory: How To Make Your Poetry Swing (Writer’s 
Digest Books, 2007) . From 1984± 1999, he was the lyricist and lead singer for the nation-
ally acclaimed rock band The Crystal Zoo . He is currently touring with a supporting 
combo, The Holy Men . He is the Executive Director and producer of the TV show “LIVE 
at White Rock Hall” and of Animal Sounds Productions . His award-winning poetry and 
essays have appeared in many journals and anthologies around the world, including The 
American Literary Review, The Colorado Review, Poetry Wales, Five Points, Poetry East, The 
Southern Poetry Anthology, The Poetics of American Song Lyrics, Writer’s Chronicle, The Cimar-
ron Review, Rattle, Shenandoah, Word and Witness: 100 Years of NC Poetry, Crazyhorse, and 
many others . He has been awarded the Sandburg Prize for poetry, a 2013 NC Literary 
Fellowship, the ASCAP Emerging Songwriter Prize, the Paumanok Poetry Award, and 
was twice named the Gilbert-Chappell Distinguished Poet for NC . Flynn is founder and 
managing editor of The Asheville Poetry Review .

Click here to preorder book!
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The Force of Compassion

Sit with things and listen long
and the singing will begin .
Turn your free fall into
a voluntary act . The song
shattered, every being 
takes its piece of the harmony .
The well of the past is bottomless
and in the walls the song climbs
out of the nets and jewels of time,
the infinite unraveling mingled
with bitter intervals of radiance,
well water, lotus heart, rising crane .

SPECIFICATIONS
Poetry / BISAC: American
April 14, 2020
978-1-59709-848-9 · $18 .95
6 x 9 · 184pp · tradepaper
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Pigs
A NOVEL

JOHANNA STOBEROCK

In the tradition of Lord of the Flies, this is an exquisitely wrought 
fable about the excesses of the contemporary world .

Four children live on an island that serves as the repository 
for all the world’s garbage . Trash arrives, the children sort 
it, and then they feed it to a herd of insatiable pigs: a perfect 
system . But when a barrel washes ashore with a boy inside, 
the children must decide whether he is more of the world’s 

detritus, meant to be fed to the pigs, or whether he is one of them . Written in exquisitely 
wrought prose, Pigs asks questions about community, environmental responsibility, and 
the possibility of innocence . 

“A lyrical, enthralling, and dark-inflected allegory, equal parts Italo Calvino, Angela Cart-
er, and Lord of the Flies .” 

Ð Jonathan Lethem, author of A Gambler’s Anatomy and The Feral Detective

“Powerful, metaphorical, as fantastical as it is true, Johanna Stoberock’s Pigs is a master-
piece . Stoberock scrutinizes mankind’s failure to tend to our planet, our children, and 
our fellow man, and the result is a terrifying, tremendous book, its darkness lit in unpre-
dictable ways by campfires of compassion and hope . What a wise, searing novel for the 
twenty-first century .”

Ð Sharma Shields, author of The Cassandra and The Sasquatch Hunter’s Almanac

Johanna Stoberock is the author of the novel City of Ghosts . Her honors include the James 
W . Hall Prize for Fiction, an Artist Trust GAP award, and a Jack Straw Fellowship . In 
2016 she was named runner-up for the Italo Calvino Prize for Fiction . Her work has ap-
peared in the New York Times, the Best of the Net anthology, and Catamaran, among others . 
She lives in Walla Walla, Washington, where she teaches at Whitman College . www .
johannastoberock .com

Click here to buy book!

SPECIFICATIONS
Genre: Fiction / BISAC: Dystopian, Animals, Ethics & Moral Philosophy 
October 1, 2019
978-1-59709-044-5 · $16 .95
5 x 8 · 272pp · tradepaper
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Fire Summer
A NOVEL

THUY DA LAM

You can go home again .

When twenty-three-year-old Maia Trieu, a curator’s assis-
tant at the Museum of Folklore & Rocks in Little Saigon, 
Orange County, is offered a research grant to Vietnam for 
the summer of 1991, she cannot refuse . The grant’s sponsor 
has one stipulation: Maia is to contact her great-aunt to 
pass on plans to overthrow the current government . The 

expatriates did not anticipate that Maia would become involved with excursions in search 
of her mother or attract an entourage: an American traveler, a government agent, an Am-
erasian singer, and a cat .

Maia carries out what she believes is her filial role to her late father, a former ARVN 
soldier, by returning to their homeland to continue the fight for an independent Vietnam . 
Along the way, however, she meets a cast of charactersÐ historical and fictional, living 
and deadÐ who propel her on a journey of self-discovery through which she begins to 
understand what it means to love

Fire Summer, an interplay of the fantastic and philosophical, illuminates the intercon-
nectedness of lives, following four characters and a cat as they journey through an endur-
ing land, from their fortuitous first meetings to love’s final acts .

“Fire Summer delivers a war-ravaged Vietnam rich in history, folklore, the tragedy of fami-
lies torn asunder, and the beauty of Buddhist wisdom that connects the living and dead . 
Suspenseful, Thuy Da Lam’s story of Maia Trieu’s journey home is an impressive debut .”

Ð Charles Johnson, author of Middle Passage 

Thuy Da Lam holds a BA in creative writing from Hamilton College and a PhD in Eng-
lish from UH Mānoa . She received the George A . Watrous Literary Prize for Fiction, a 
Myrle Clark Writing Award, and the John Young Scholarship in the Arts . Her debut 
novel, Fire Summer, is a revision of her dissertation, part of which appeared in Lost Lake 
Folk Opera in commemoration of the fortieth anniversary of the end of the Vietnam War .

Click here to buy book!

SPECIFICATIONS
Genre: Fiction / BISAC: Asian American, Magical Realism, Adventure, Vietnam
September 10, 2019
978-1-59709-464-1 · $16 .95
5 x 8 · 224pp · tradepaper
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Living Things
A NOVEL

LANDON HOULE

A kaleidoscopic portrait of a rural Southern town where tragedy 
is met with candles, hymns, and the urge to leave and never look 
back .

Black Creek, South Carolina: a small town in the swamps 
that convinces itself that nothing bad has ever happened 
and nothing bad ever will . Black Creek is the sort of place 
where young girls roam the streets free to imagine who they 

are and who they’ll become . Where women sell pies and plants at the courthouse square . 
Where the fire department rescues cats from the tops of electric poles . And what trouble 
there is, they’ll tell you, stays past the town limits, in the run-down house-turned-strip-
club and Lake Darpo, where certain birds are going extinct . These eleven closely related 
portraits show that the real threats have long taken root . Black Creek is a place of poi-
gnancy and absurdity, love and loss, loneliness and the brief charges of connection . Its 
residents will do almost anything to protect what they think is theirs . 

“I love the way that Landon Houle writes . She is a stunning painter of unforgettable im-
ages, and she creates characters that I can swear I’ve met before, that I’ve known my whole 
life . Living Things is just thatÐ totally alive and as real as your own memories . This is a 
writer to watch .”

Ð Dan Chaon, author of Ill Will

Landon Houle’s collection of linked stories, Living Things, is the 2017 winner of the Red 
Hen Press Fiction Award . Her writing has won contests at Black Warrior Review, Crab 
Creek Review, Dogwood, and Permafrost . Other work has appeared in Baltimore Review, 
Crazyhorse, Natural Bridge, Harpur Palate, River Styx, The New Guard, and elsewhere . 
Landon was born in Brown County, Texas, and currently lives in Darlington, South 
Carolina . She is an assistant professor of English and creative writing at Francis Marion 
University, and she is the fiction editor at Raleigh Review .

Click here to buy book!

SPECIFICATIONS
Genre: Fiction / BISAC: Southern, Small Town
October 8, 2019
978-1-59709-839-7 · $16 .95
5 x 8 · 232pp · tradepaper
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Against the Wind
A NOVEL

JIM TILLEY

A story of six characters’ second chances to make things right . 

Against the Wind is an elegantly written story of relationships 
involving six principal characters, the strands of whose lives 
braid together after a chance reunion among three of them . 
A successful environmental lawyer is forced to take him-
self to task when he realizes that everything about his work 
has betrayed his core beliefs . A high school English teacher 

asks her former high school love to take up her environmental cause . A transgender ado-
lescent male raised by his grandparents struggles to excel in a world hostile to his kind . 
A French-Canadian political science professor finds himself left with a choice between 
his cherished separatist cause and his marriage and family . An accomplished engineer is 
chronically unable to impress his more accomplished father sufficiently to be named head 
of the international wind technology company his father founded . The Quebec separat-
ist party’s Minister of Natural Resources, a divorcée, finds herself caught between her 
French-Canadian lover and an unexpected English-Canadian suitor .

“Against the Wind is an intricate and elegantly compelling novel, notable for both its politi-
cal and personal acuity . Jim Tilley writes with deep feeling for his characters and great 
command of his fascinating materials .”

Ð Peter Ho Davies, author of The Fortunes

Against the Wind is Jim Tilley’s debut novel . He has published three full-length collections 
of poetry and a short memoir, The Elegant Solution . His writing has appeared in top liter-
ary journals, including Ploughshares, Virginia Quarterly Review, Alaska Quarterly Review, 
and Southern Review . In 2008, he won Sycamore Review’s Wabash Prize for Poetry . Jim 
earned a doctorate in physics from Harvard University . During his twenty-five-year career 
in insurance and investment banking, he wrote several prize-winning papers on finance 
and investments . He has recently published original mathematics research in various aca-
demic journals . He resides in Bedford Corners, New York .

Click here to buy book!

SPECIFICATIONS
Genre: Fiction / BISAC: LGBT, Transgender, Family
September 17, 2019
978-1-59709-835-9 · $16 .95
6 x 9 · 296pp · tradepaper
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The Rib Joint:
A Memoir in Essays
A MEMOIR

JULIA KOETS

Exploring the hazy line that can exist between friendship and de-
sire, this memoir-in-essays is a coming out story that chronicles 
the childhood, adolescence, and early adulthood of Julia Koets, 
who grows up entrenched in religion in a small town in the South .

In this collection of linked, lyrical essays, Julia Koets writes, 
“When you date in secret, the pressure is different . You’re 

weightless . You’re stuck in between jumping and landing . You exist in midair . Your bones 
start to thin .” Growing up in a small town in the South, Julia and her childhood best 
friend, Laura, know the church as well as they know each other’s bodiesÐ the California-
shaped scar on Julia’s right knee, the tapered thinness of Laura’s fingers, the circumference 
of each other’s ponytails . When Laura’s family moves away in middle school and Julia gets 
a crush on the new priest’s daughter at their church, Julia starts to more fully realize the 
consequences of being anything but straight in the South . After college, when Julia and 
her best friend Kate wait tables at a rib joint in Julia’s hometown, they are forced to face the 
price of the secrets they’ve keptÐ from their families, each other, and themselves .
From astronaut Sally Ride’s obituary, to a UFO Welcome Center, to a shark tooth collec-
tion, to DC Comics’ Gay Ghost, this memoir-in-essays draws from mythology, religion, 
popular culture, and personal experience to examine how coming out is not a one-time act . 
At once heartrending and beautiful, The Rib Joint explores how fear and loss can inhabit 
our bodies and, contrastingly, how naming our desire allows us to feel the heart beating 
in our chest .

Julia Koets’s poetry collection, Hold Like Owls (University of South Carolina Press), won 
the 2011 South Carolina Poetry Book Prize judged by National Book Award Winner 
Nikky Finney, and her memoir-in-essays, The Rib Joint, won the 2017 Red Hen Press 
Nonfiction Book Award judged by Mark Doty . Her poems and essays have appeared or 
are forthcoming in Indiana Review, Creative Nonfiction, and the Los Angeles Review . She 
has an MFA in poetry from the University of South Carolina and a PhD in literature 
and creative writing from the University of Cincinnati . She currently teaches at Clemson 
University .

Click here to buy book!

SPECIFICATIONS
Genre: Nonfiction / BISAC: LGBT, Southern, Memoir
November 5, 2019
978-1-59709-675-1 · $17 .95
5 x 8 · 144pp · tradepaper

Red Hen Press
Nonfiction 
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Like Wings, Your Hands
A NOVEL

ELIZABETH EARLEY

Both a philosophical novel and a coming-of-age story that ex-
plores a mother-son relationship in the context of disability and 
interdependence .

Kalina, born in Bulgaria and now living in Boston, has 
always been a spiritual seeker . Her fourteen-year-old son, 
Marko, who has spina bifida and is partially paralyzed, 
shares her curiosity about larger metaphysical questions, 

but also has his own unique perspective on life: Marko perceives numbers as having colors, 
shapes, and texturesÐ and they’re linked to emotions: embarrassment, for example, is 
fourteen; satisfaction is sixty-seven .

Kalina is determined to respect her son’s dignity and privacy as he embarks on the 
new terrain of adolescence, complicated as it is by his continued physical dependence on 
her care . She has other issues to wrestle with as well, including coming to understand her 
own life choices and her strained relationship with her father . Meanwhile, Marko, already 
expert at deep meditation, discovers a technique that allows him to experience a sense of 
boundlessness and also gain surprising insights into himself, his mother, and the grand-
father he’s never met .

“In her frank, clear prose, Earley moves through multiple places and characters with star-
tling ease, building a world at once honest and graceful .”

Ð Aimee Bender, author of The Color Master, a New York Times Notable book

Elizabeth Earley is the publisher of Jaded Ibis, a feminist press publishing socially en-
gaged literature . Her first novel, A Map of Everything (a Lambda Literary Award finalist), 
was inspired by her own experience growing up with a sister who had sustained a traumat-
ic brain injury . Her writing continues to be informed by her interest in family dynamics, 
healing, disability rights, and the nature of consciousness . Earley has an MFA in fiction 
from Antioch University Los Angeles and lives in San Diego .

Click here to buy book!

SPECIFICATIONS
Genre: Fiction / BISAC: People with disabilities,
Family, Parenting, LGBT
October 15, 2019
978-1-59709-823-6 · $17 .95
5 .5 x 8 .5 · 288pp · tradepaper
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Under Nushagak Bluff
A NOVEL

MIA HEAVENER

Against the backdrop of the rising commercial fishing industry 
in an Alaskan Native village, this book is a powerful mid-cen-
tury tale of women, love, loss, resilience, and the unexpected 
strength found in storytelling .   

In 1939, everything changes for Anne Girl when outsider 
John Nelson grounds his sailboat on the shores, into Anne 
Girl’s skiff, and into her life during a rare storm in the Alas-

kan fishing village of Nushagak . When Anne Girl and her mother, Marulia, find their 
skiff flattened by John’s boat, Anne Girl decides she both hates and wants him . Thus be-
gins a generational saga of strong, stubborn Yup’ik women living in a village that has been 
divided between the new and the old, the bluff side and the missionary side, the cannery 
side and the subsistence side .

“This novel brilliantly explores the lives of one bloodline of Alaskan women struggling to 
make a home for themselves in a small fishing community . They embrace the dual im-
pulses of the natural world to sustain and ruin them by guiding each other through epic 
struggles to secure food, warmth, and love . They share the wonder of what the tides de-
liver, secrets of how to handle the men who work the cannery, and the value of stories that 
connect you to the past . Full of passionate, unforgettable characters, and told with poetic 
prose and dreamlike laments, Heavener announces her Alaska-sized talent to the world .”

Ð Devin Murphy, author of national bestseller The Boat Runner and Tiny Americans

Mia Heavener is of Norwegian, Polish, and Yup’ik heritage . Her experience in rural 
Alaska is both personal and professional . After graduating from MIT with a degree in 
civil engineering, Mia returned home to design water and wastewater systems in Alaskan 
Native villages . During the summers, she commercial fishes with her family in Bristol Bay . 
She believes that everyone should have a good whiff of the tundra at least once in their life, 
if not twice . She has an MFA from Colorado State University . Her fiction has appeared in 
Cortland Review and Willow Springs . 

Click here to buy book!

SPECIFICATIONS
Genre: Fiction / BISCAC: Native American,
Small Town, Cultural Heritage
November 12, 2019
978-1-59709-809-0 · $17 .95
5 .5 x 8 .5 · 232pp · tradepaper

An Imprint of Red Hen Press
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FALL 2019

Banjo Grease:
Selected Stories
SHORT STORIES

DENNIS MUST

Intriguing, Interlocking Stories

But it’s the dead folks that do him the damage . It’s the dead ones 
that lay quiet in one place and don’t try to hold him, that he can’t 
escape from .  

Ð William Faulkner, Light in August

There is an inexplicable gravity in a small town . It can be read and enjoyed like a favorite 
book for most of its inhabitants . Comforting are its streets and institutions, its wedding 
and obituary announcements . Banjo Grease is about life and death in a mill town where 
at each epiphany and rite of passage, the narrator yields a ration of innocence . Characters 
portray class as a marker as strong as race and gender, and distrust that they will ever es-
cape in their lifetimes . Faulkner uses the term “eager fatalism .” These stories’ cumulative 
effect asks: When exchanging naivete for worldliness, what is lost in denying one’s past?

“Dennis Must’s first collection of short stories is no ordinary debut but the mature work of 
a fully accomplished literary artist . Moreover, his originality, his deep irreverence, and his 
compassion for working-class men and women  .  .  . Strivers and seekers of dreams, signal 
him as an inspired author in a new American grainÐ a visionary, poet, and realist .”

Ð Tom Jenks, editor (with Raymond Carver) of American Short Story Masterpieces

Dennis Must is the author of three novels: Brother Carnival (Red Hen Press, November 
2018), The World’s Smallest Bible (Red Hen Press, March 2014), and Hush Now, Don’t 
Explain (Coffeetown Press, October 2014), as well as three short story collections: Going 
Dark (Coffeetown Press, 2016), Oh, Don’t Ask Why (Red Hen Press, 2007), and Banjo 
Grease (Creative Arts Book Company, 2000) . He won the 2014 Dactyl Foundation Liter-
ary Fiction Award for Hush Now, Don’t Explain, and The World’s Smallest Bible was a 2014 
USA Best Book Award Finalist in the Literary Fiction category . His plays have been pro-
duced Off-Off Broadway and he has been published in numerous anthologies and literary 
journals . He resides with his wife in Salem, Massachusetts .

Click here to buy book!
SPECIFICATIONS
Genre: Fiction / BISAC: Literature 
November 19, 2019
978-1-59709-035-3 · $16 .95
5 x 8 · 168pp · tradepaper
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FALL 2019

Oldguy: Superhero,
The Complete Collection
POEMS

WILLIAM TROWBRIDGE
ILLUSTRATED BY TIM MAYER

Meet Oldguy: your regular aging superhero whose powers 
have dwindled over the years, and whose very mechanics 
are seriously fizzling . In seriocomic misadventures, Old-
guy valiantly attempts to continue his former heroism in a 
somewhat wry version of Faulknerian endurance, defeating 
his enemies time and againÐ if not through superhuman 

abilities, then at least by “outliving the sons-a-bitches .” With comic book-style illustra-
tions, Oldguy inhabits a space all to itselfÐ not strictly a poetry collection, not quite a 
graphic novelÐ a hybrid sure to visually and aurally delight .

“When has geezerhood been handled so appealingly? (Well, except for those movies where 
Ann-Margret is inexplicably cast as a senior citizen .) Oldguy may exit the Oldguymobile 
creaking and farting, but comedian-con-simpatico Bill Trowbridge so ably superjuggles 
hijinks and empathy that, despite all the geriatric odds, a true American hero is born . 
Don’t know a ‘Packard’ from the ‘Oscar Meyer Wienermobile,’ or ‘Roundheads’ from ‘the 
Blob’? Then snap your trap shut, punk, and give a listen: Oldguy’s here to save your day .”

Ð Albert Goldbarth, recipient of two National Book Critics Circle awards

The former Poet Laureate of Missouri, William Trowbridge is the author of seven full 
poetry collections and five chapbooks . His poems have appeared in more than thirty-five 
anthologies and textbooks, as well as in numerous publications including The Writer’s Al-
manac, and American Life in Poetry, and his awards include an Academy of American Poets 
Prize, a Pushcart Prize, a Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference scholarship, a Camber Press 
Poetry Chapbook Award, and fellowships from the MacDowell Colony, Ragdale, Yaddo, 
and the Anderson Center . He lives in the Kansas City area, where he teaches in the Uni-
versity of Nebraska Low-residency MFA in Writing Program .

Tim Mayer is an artist working from Omaha, Nebraska . He has contributed art to proj-
ects such as The Anywhere Man, Midnight Circus, and Prophetica . He also teaches for the 
Art of Imagination program at the Ollie Webb Center .

Click here to buy book!SPECIFICATIONS
Genre: Poetry / BISAC: Humor
September 3, 2019
978-1-888996-42-5 · $13 .95
6 x 9 · 88pp · tradepaper
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A Walled Garden in Moylough
Joan McBreen
Poetry · 64pp
978-1-58654-063-0 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-077-7 · $30 · casebound

An Honest Answer
Ginger Andrews
Poetry · 104pp 
978-1-58654-066-1 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-088-3 · $30 · casebound

Breath in Every Room
Tami Haaland
Poetry · 88pp
978-1-58654-381-5 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-096-8 · $30 · casebound 

City Life
Frederick Feirstein
Poetry · 76pp
978-1-58654-074-6 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-089-0 · $30 · casebound

Counterpoint
David Alpaugh
Poetry · 102pp
978-1-58654-070-8 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-091-3 · $30 · casebound

Excontemporary
Beth Joselow
Poetry · 40pp
978-1-58654-101-9 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-102-6 · $30 · casebound

Extranjera
Lola Haskins
Poetry · 72pp
978-1-58654-060-9 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-092-0 · $30 · casebound

Hadean Eclogues
Frederick Turner
Poetry · 112pp
978-1-58654-072-2 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-094-4 · $30 · casebound

Hunger
Lola Haskins
Poetry · 80pp
978-1-58654-061-6 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-093-7 · $30 · casebound

Hurricane Sisters
Ginger Andrews
Poetry · 96pp
978-1-58654-075-3 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-088-3 · $30 · casebound

Jazz Funeral
Julie Kane
Poetry · 72pp
978-1-58654-064-7 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-078-4 · $30 · casebound

Memoirs of a Minotaur
Robin Magowan
Memoir · 274pp
978-1-58654-050-0 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-103-3 · $30 · casebound

New and Selected Poems
Frederick Feirstein
Poetry · 288pp
978-1-58654-076-0 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-095-1 · $30 · casebound

Oldest Mortal Myth
Joanna Pearson
Poetry · 96pp
978-1-58654-370-9 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-080-7 · $30 · casebound

Quiet Money
Robert McDowell
Poetry · 80pp
978-1-58654-056-2 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-081-4 · $30 · casebound

Scene of the Crime
Jane Reavill Ransom
Poetry · 72pp
978-1-58654-067-8 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-082-1 · $30 · casebound

The Crane Wife
Sharon Hashimoto
Poetry · 96pp
978-1-58654-099-9 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-100-2 · $30 · casebound

The Diviners
Robert McDowell
Poetry · 80pp
978-1-58654-057-9 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-083-8 · $30 · casebound

The Enemies of Leisure
John Gery
Poetry · 86pp
978-1-58654-097-5 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-098-2 · $30 · casebound

The Island
Rosemary Canavan
Poetry · 128pp
978-1-58654-059-3 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-084-5 · $30 · casebound

The Long Conversation
David Dooley
Poetry · 116pp
978-1-58654-073-9 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-087-6 · $30 · casebound

The Wind Beyond the Wall
Joan McBreen
Poetry · 64pp
978-1-58654-065-4 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-085-2 · $30 · casebound

What the Body Remembers
Adele Slaughter
Poetry · 86pp
978-1-58654-069-2 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-079-1 · $30 · casebound

Without Asking
Jane Reavill Ransom
Poetry · 78pp
978-1-58654-068-5 · $20 · tradepaper
978-1-58654-086-9 · $30 · casebound

Story Line Legacy Series Titles

 Reprint
Established in 1985 by Robert McDowell and Mark Jarman, Story Line Press gained 
an international reputation as a press that championed narrative and formal poetry, 
innovative anthologies, and criticism written in a public voice rather than academic 
style . Despite limited resources, Story Line became one of the most influential literary 
presses of the era publishing new and established writers .
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   Imprints & Series

 Red Hen Press
Arktoi Books

Arktoi Books publishes high-
quality literary fiction and 
poetry by lesbian writers . The 

imprint was established in 2006 by editor Eloise 
Klein Healy .

Pighog Press
Pighog Press is an award-winning 
publisher originally based in 
Brighton, England . After its 
acquisition as an imprint by Red 
Hen Press in 2014, Pighog Press 

has continued to distribute through Central 
Books in the U .K . and Europe .

Boreal Books
Boreal Books was estab-
lished in 2008 to publish 
literature and fine art from 
Alaska . The imprint is ed-

ited by Peggy Shumaker, the former State Writer 
Laureate of Alaska .

DJS Books
DJS Books was formed in 2008 by 
Ming Di and a group of Chinese 
poets who tried to independently 
publish cutting-edge poetry books 
in China . DJS Books became an im-

print of Red Hen Press in 2013 .

Letras Latinas
Letras Latinas, the literary 
initiative of the Univer-
sity of Notre Dame’s In-
stitute for Latino Studies, 

in partnership with Red Hen Press, is pleased 
to support the publication of a second or third 
full-length book of poems by a Latinx poet . The 
series is edited by Francisco Aragón .

Story Line Press
Founded in 1982 and acquired as an 
imprint by Red Hen Press in 2016, 
Story Line Press publishes poetry with 
a focus on poetic form and narrative .

Quill
Quill publishes literary prose 
by a queer (LGBTQ ) author 
once per year, chosen by 
rotating judges through award 

submissions . The series was founded in 2015 by 
Tobi Harper .

XENO Books
Xeno Books is an 
imprint that publishes 
quirky, well-crafted 
titles that don’t fall 

within the boundaries of Red Hen’s regular 
literary program .
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SELECTED BACKLIST

The Perpetual Motion Machine
Brittany Ackerman
Memior · 152pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-691-1 · $15 .95

Bad Stories: What the Hell Just 
Happened to Our Country
Steve Almond
Nonfiction · 272pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-226-5 · $16 .95

Dante in China
John Barr
Poetry · 96pp · casebound
978-1-59709-356-9 · $24 .95

Bright Stain
Francesca Bell
Poetry · 104pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-861-8 · $16 .95  

A Slice From the Cake Made of Air
Lilian-Yvonne Bertram
Fiction · 88pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-341-5 · $15 .95

Toward Antarctica
Elizabeth Bradfield
Poetry · 160pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-886-1 · $19 .95  

LA Fiction Anthology
Ed. by John Brantingham & Kate Gale
Fiction · 312pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-542-6 · $18 .95

Barbaric Mercies
Gaylord Brewer
Poetry · 88pp · tradepaper
978-1-888996-67-8 · $12 .95  

Country of Ghost
Gaylord Brewer
Poetry · 120pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-313-2 · $18 .95  

Devilfish
Gaylord Brewer
Poetry · 104pp · tradepaper
978-1-888996-15-9 · $12 .95  

Give Over, Graymalkin
Gaylord Brewer
Poetry · 120pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-493-1 · $19 .95  

Octavius the 1st
Gaylord Brewer
Poetry · 160pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-082-7 · $17 .95  

Another Fine Mess
Pope Brock
Nonfiction · 180pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-040-7 · $15 .95

Circadian
Chelsea Clammer
Nonfiction · 176pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-603-4 · $14 .95

Fast into the Night
Debbie Clarke Moderow
Nonfiction · 302pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-976-9 · $16 .95

The Question Authority
Rachel Cline
Fiction · 224pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-898-4 · $15 .95  

Flight
Katherine Coles
Nonfiction · 88pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-992-9 · $17 .95

Dementia, My Darling
Brendan Constantine
Poetry · 104pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-718-5 · $11 .95

Scissors, Paper, Stone
Martha K. Davis
Fiction · 312pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-046-9 · $16 .95

Sunbathing on Tyrone Power’s 
Grave
Kim Dower
Poetry · 104pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-621-8 · $16 .95

The Mighty Currawongs
Brian Doyle
Fiction · 152pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-052-0 · $15 .95

Suck on the Marrow
Camille T. Dungy
Poetry · 88pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-468-9 · $18 .95

Weather Woman
Cai Emmons
Fiction · 360pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-600-3 · $16 .95

The Book of Training by
Colonel Hap Thompson
Percival Everett
Poetry · 48pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-628-7 · $16 .95

Trout's Lie
Percival Everett
Poetry · 72pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-998-1 · $16 .95

Red Channel in the Rupture
Amber Flora Thomas
Poetry · 88pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-619-5 · $17 .95

how to get over
t'ai freedom ford
Poetry · 112pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-038-4 · $17 .95

If Not For This
Pete Fromm
Fiction · 240pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-538-9 · $15 .95

The Gaffer
Celeste Gainey
Poetry · 112pp · tradepaper
978-0-9890361-2-2 · $18 .95

The Meaning of Names
Karen Gettert Shoemaker
Fiction · 232pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-959-2 · $15 .95

Hanging On Our Own Bones
Judy Grahn
Poetry · 152pp · tradepaper
978-0-9890361-3-9 · $18 .95

love belongs to those who do the 
feeling
Judy Grahn
Poetry · 272pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-121-3 · $21 .95

After the Dam
Amy Hassinger
Fiction · 342pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-753-6 · $16 .95

As Burning Leaves
Gabriel Jesiolowski
Poetry · 80pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-025-4 · $16 .95

The World Began With Yes
Erica Jong
Poetry · 96pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-846-5 · $16 .95  

Confessions of a Barefaced Woman
Allison Joseph
Poetry · 118pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-609-6 · $17 .95

Cake Time
Siel Ju
Fiction · 224pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-031-5 · $15 .95

Patter
Douglas Kearney
Poetry · 96pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-580-8 · $17 .95
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Water & Salt
Lena Khalaf Tuffaha
Poetry · 104pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-029-2 · $17 .95

Wild Surmise
Eloise Klein Healy
Poetry · 248pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-759-8 · $19 .95

Run Away to the Yard
Lisa C. Krueger
Poetry · 80pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-026-1 · $17 .95

Birds of Paradise Lost
Andrew Lam
Fiction · 218pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-268-5 · $15 .95

Bigfoots in Paradise
Doug Lawson
Fiction · 216pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-692-8 · $15 .95

The Weight of Light
Gary Lemons
Poetry · 136pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-047-6 · $18 .95

Song of Two Worlds
Alan Lightman
Poetry · 160pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-032-2 · $18 .95

Flannelwood
Raymond Luzcak
Fiction · 200pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-897-7 · $15 .95  

Testify
Douglas Manuel
Poetry · 96pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-045-2 · $17 .95

Ludlow (2nd Edition)
David Mason
Poetry · 232pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-472-6 · $24 .95

Beginner’s Guide to a Head-On 
Collision
Sebastian Matthews
Memoir-in-poems • 84pp • tradepaper
978-1-59709-602-7 • $15 .95

House Arrest
Ellen Meeropol
Fiction · 216pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-418-4 · $15 .95  

Kinship of Clover
Ellen Meeropol
Fiction · 272pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-381-1 · $16 .95

On Hurricane Island
Ellen Meeropol
Fiction · 272pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-300-2 · $16 .95  

Brother Carnival
Dennis Must
Fiction · 216pp ·tradepaper
978-1-59709-684-3 · $15 .95

Oh, Don’t Ask Why (2nd Edition)
Dennis Must
Fiction · 162pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-033-9 · $14 .95

The World’s Smallest Bible
Dennis Must
Fiction · 200pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-972-1 · $15 .95

The Nightlife
Elise Paschen
Poetry · 80pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-027-8 · $16 .95

Eat Less Water
Florencia Ramirez
Nonfiction • 248pp • tradepaper
978-1-59709-039-1 • $17 .95

When the World Breaks Open
Seema Reza
Memoir · 248pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-744-4 · $15 .95

Beasts Behave in Foreign Land
Ruth Irupé Sanabria
Poetry · 88pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-763-5 · $16 .95

The Palace of Contemplating 
Departure
Brynn Saito
Poetry · 88pp
978-1-59709-716-1 · $16 .95 · tradepaper 
978-1-59709-677-5 · $20 .95 · casebound 

Becoming Earth
Eva Saulitis
Memoir · 144pp · casebound
978-1-59709-903-5 · $18 .95

Primary Source
Jason Schneiderman
Poetry · 88pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-743-7 · $11 .95 

Two Countries
Tina Schumann
Nonfiction · 384pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-606-5 · $18 .95

Self-ish
Chloe Schwenke
Memoir · 264pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-608-9 · $17 .95 

Blaze
Peggy Shumaker
Poetry · 156pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-053-7 · $29 .95 · tradepaper
978-1-59709-054-4 · $39 .95 · casebound

Cairn: New and Selected
Peggy Shumaker
Poetry · 408pp · casebound
978-1-59709-611-9 · $28 .95

Sugar Land
Tammy Lynne Stoner
Fiction · 344pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-627-0 · $16 .95

The Forage House 
Tess Taylor
Poetry · 88pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-270-8 · $17 .95  

Work & Days
Tess Taylor
Poetry · 76pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-673-7 · $11 .95

Wander
Lori Tobias
Fiction · 152pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-989-9 · $15 .95

Cruising at Sixty to Seventy 
Jim Tilley
Poetry · 120pp · casebound
978-1-59709-264-7 · $24 .95

In Confidence 
Jim Tilley
Poetry · 120pp · casebound
978-1-59709-109-1 · $26 .95

Lessons from Summer Camp
Jim Tilley
Poetry · 80pp
978-1-59709-304-0 · $17 .95 · tradepaper
978-1-59709-384-2 · $24 .95 · casebound

Vanishing Point
William Trowbridge
Poetry · 144pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-365-1 · $18 .95

Basic Vocabulary
Amy Uyematsu
Poetry · 104pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-728-4 · $15 .95

My Body Is a Book of Rules
Elissa Washuta
Memoir · 208pp · tradepaper
978-1-59709-969-1 · $16 .95
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INDIVIDUALS 

We encourage you to ask for Red Hen titles at your local bookstore . If you are unable 
to obtain a Red Hen title from your local retailer, please visit the IndieBound website at 
indiebound .com, or call the Red Hen Press office at 626-356-4760 . Red Hen titles are 
also available at Barnes & Noble and Amazon .com .
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